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1. Study in 3-hour increments, preferably at a library 
2. Tear book apart to make it less overwhelming 
3. Additional tools (Barron’s Dictionary of Finance & Investment Terms, watch CNBC, read 

Wall Street Journal) 
4. Do a drive-by past the test center to get oriented 
5. Stop studying at 5 PM the night before the exam 
6. Get up early, eat breakfast (oatmeal w/ lots of sugar) 
7. Arrive early & bring driver’s license, calculator & Cheat Sheet 
8. After sign-in, re-create Cheat Sheet on scratch paper 
9. Number scratch paper from 1-125, leaving 1” spaces 
10. Scan/preview Exhibit Booklet 
11. Take test as fast as possible, skip whenever you are not sure 
12. Write down something for every single problem 
13. Review questions skipped 
14. Change answers, if necessary 
15. Take a 2-3 minute break every hour (be disciplined!) 
16. Eat snacks (energy bar or banana) 
17. Take full hour for lunch (pasta) 
18. Use full amount of time allotted 
 
1. Don’t assume anything 
2. Take problems at face value and don’t interpret 
3. Get creative:  Use tricks listed or make up your own 
4. Never leave a question unanswered 
5. Talk aloud to clarify issues in question 
6. Physically laugh, groan or grunt at the humor in the problem 
7. Use visual aids when applicable (i.e. bond seesaw) 
8. Draw pictures (i.e. tree diagrams) 
9. Don’t read past the obvious answer 
10. Always finish all steps in the system—be disciplined (automatic checks and balances) 
11. Read last sentence in question first, then answer choices, then begin at the beginning 
12. Use the answers to guide your thought process 
13. Find answers and clues in the footnotes, if available 
14. Beware of your area of expertise and go slow 
15. Make comparisons to real life (i.e. derivatives = corn flakes coupons, SMA = home equity 

line of credit, bond ratings = TRW report) 
16. Use logic to extrapolate from simple concepts to more difficult (i.e. 1 + 1 = 2, therefore 11 + 

11 = 22) 
 
1. Focus on opposite answers 
2. Watch for ages given in the problem 
3. Circle/highlight keywords (usually words identified in class as vocabulary words) 
4. Avoid categoric answers 
5. Sore Thumb Rule:  pick the answer which appears visually different 
6. EXCEPT questions:  read backwards to identify active word and then label all answer 

choices, selecting the oddball answer 
7. Avoid cop-out answers (i.e. none of the above, cannot be determined, etc.) 
8. Match words in the problem with those in the answer 
9. Watch out for the following words (all, none, some, both, always, never, usually, sometimes, 

may, must, should, can, will) 
10. If a quotes appear in the answer, the words are most likely taken direct from the Code 
11. Ask first:  What is the date of this newspaper shown in the exhibit 
12. “Prior, written approval” makes almost everything okay 
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13. If asked what you should “disclose”, “consider” or “analyze” then pick “all of the above” 
14. Avoid answers with messy numbers 
15. If it says “qualified”, know that something special took place in the Code 
16. If two answers appear equally good, then pick the more technical sounding or the more nit 

picky one 
17. Use process of elimination on roman numeral questions 
18. Rely on English if you don’t know the technical definition (i.e. diluted EPS) 
19. Formulas:  divide if “ratio”, “per” or “percent”; then put the named item in the numerator; use 

the biggest number on the page as the denominator 
 
 Options 

1. use +/- game if problem asks for “maximum” or “breakeven”  (otherwise, always use T-
chart) 

2. if it says “offset”, pick one of the two Strike Prices (“above”:  pick the higher #, “below”:  
pick the lower number) 

3. Market Price is always irrelevant in an options problem 
4. there is nothing ordinary about options (everything is capital) 
5. You call UP someone to put then DOWN 
 

 Margins 
1. always use the six headings (LMV, DB, EQ, Req. EQ, Min. EQ, SMA) 
2. if it says “initial“ (new) and “short“, the answer is $2000 
 

 Bonds 
1. always compare Coupon and YTM to determine if premium or discount (seesaw:  

“CMC”) 
2. discounts are good—premiums are bad 
3. premium amortization and discount accretion are always capital, except if OID (then 

ordinary) 
4. if it says “maturity”, there will be no gain or loss (since premium will have been 

amortized and discount accreted) 
5. if it’s an MSRB (muni) question, pick the longest answer 
 

 Trading 
1. “ex” = without (cash div., stock div., rights, warrants) 
2. GTC expire 4/30 and 10/31 (turn into pumpkins on Halloween) 

3. NYSE listing requirement = pre-tax income 
 

 Retirement Plans 
1. must have earned income 
2. remember your P’s and Q’s (pre-tax = qualified) 
3. “guarantee”:  use only for fixed annuity 
 

 Rules 
1. all rules favor the “public” 
2. govt. always does something to make student’s life miserable (32nds, actual days) 
3. NASD’s favorite number is “10”, MSRB’s is “2” 
4. good words:  reasonable, suitable, proper, adequate (failure = violation) 
5. required = must vs. requested = should 
6. only five rules to know by number (405, 144, 147, Reg D, Reg A) 
7. SEC = super-god; NASD = junior god; SRO’s = demi-gods 
 

 Acronyms (i.e. WED/NUC, PGDM, WPMC, CLCT, BLSS, DeRP, CGM) 
 
 Word Association (i.e. dispute/arbitration, perpetual/warrants, standby/rights, cumulative 

voting/minority shareholder, inverse/serial bonds, college savings/OID, GO/ad 
valorem/voter approval, revenue bonds/negotiated bidding, growth/stock, income/bonds, 
inverted yield curve/deflation retirement/annuities, agent/broker/commission, 
principal/dealer/market-maker/inventory/mark-up) 


